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This sort of criticism of US-EU-Israeli foreign policy would never be allowed in the USG
Congress. Quite frankly, I am surprised the European Parliament didn’t cut the mic on MEPs
Mick Wallace and Clare Daly.

There's something about the Irish � pic.twitter.com/8LY64wnNJb

— sarah (@sahouraxo) October 20, 2022

We rightly have a problem with Russia terrorising Ukrainians. Why have we no
problem with #US #NATO terrorising people of #Afghanistan #Iraq #Libya ?
Or no problem with US + #EU helping #Saudi #UAE terrorise #Yemen ? Why
have  we  no  problem  with  #Israel  terror is ing  #Palest in ians  ?
pic.twitter.com/qyfbRn70t5

— Mick Wallace (@wallacemick) October 19, 2022

Yes, indeed. The USG, EU, and Israel are the real terrorists. The historical record is clear,
although largely ignored, especially here in America where it is now impossible to elect
people speaking truth to power like Daly and Wallace.

In America, it is becoming increasingly dangerous to express opposition to the insanity of
the national security state and its partners in the EU and Israel.

Journalists in America are now disappeared, the same as they are in other authoritarian
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nations. If you doubt this, non-Google search “James Gordon Meeks.”

Mr. Meeks, a national security reporter for ABC, has not been seen since the FBI raided his
apartment in April.

Julian Assange is wasting away in Belmarsh prison for the crime of telling the world about
the horrible deeds of the USG in Iraq and Afghanistan.

It is increasingly perilous to comment in public or social media on the manifest crimes of the
USG and its junior partners in torture and mass murder.

Emmy-winning producer James Gordon Meek had his home raided by the FBI.
His  colleagues  say  they  haven’t  seen  him  since  |  @RollingStone
#AssangePrecedenthttps://t.co/Fqxi9frYdU

— WikiLeaks (@wikileaks) October 20, 2022

It’s possible Mr. Meek, following the FBI raid, supposedly in search of classified documents
on his laptop, is hiding out somewhere, keeping a low profile, afraid of the government and
the FBI (the USG’s political police).

Then again, the case of Assange is demonstrative.

*
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